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The genomic program for embryonic development: A gene
regulatory network analysis of embryogenesis in the sea
urchin
Eric Davidson
CALTECH, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA
This talk will concern the gene regulatory network
(GRN) for endomesoderm specification in sea urchin
embryos. The network, which now contains ¨50 genes,
mainly regulatory genes, is a powerful tool for both
explanation and prediction, extending from the phenomenol-
ogy of development to cis-regulatory functions at the nodes
of the GRN. The GRN is formulated on the basis of prior
knowledge of the developmental process, detailed observa-
tions on spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression,
and a large-scale perturbation analysis. The GRN is
represented in computational models that permit predictions
of cis-regulatory inputs at the nodes of the GRN, and that
display the gene regulatory transactions that are active or
inactive in given spatial domains of the embryo at given
times. Among the computational methodologies developed
to support the GRN analysis is a new application of
interspecific sequence comparisons which has proven exper-
imentally to be remarkably useful for rapid identification of
cis-regulatory elements. Experimental verification of cis-
regulatory predictions has been obtained in remarkable detail
for many key nodes of the GRN, indicating that it provides
a true representation of encoded genomic regulatory logic
for early development.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.024
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A systems approach to nitrogen networks and the
‘‘VirtualPlant’’
G. Coruzzi, R. Gutierrez, D. Shasha, M. Katari, M. Gifford,
K. Birnbaum, L. Poultney
NYU, Dept. of Biology, Courant Institute, and Center for
Comparative Functional Genomics NY, USA
Our goal is to understand how perturbations affect gene
networks linking plant metabolism with development.
Succeeding in this endeavor will allow us to explain
mechanistically how molecular network changes evoke
responses and predict molecular network states under
untested conditions. Our approach starts with integration of
genomic data into a ‘‘multinetwork’’ where ‘‘edges’’ con-
necting gene ‘‘nodes’’ are supported by multiple data/
evidence including metabolic pathway connections, protein:
protein and protein:DNA interactions, microarray data,
microRNA:target datasets, and literature-based interactions.
As proof-of-principle, we used these multi-networks to
identify key nodes controlling nitrogen-responsive gene
networks in specific organs and cell types of Arabidopsis.
In order to achieve conceptual data integration, we recognize
that scientists’ pattern recognition skills often lead to the
most enduring qualitative biological insights. To support
those skills in a data-rich environment, visualization tools
are vital. We have implemented a set of analysis and
visualization tools into a system called the VirtualPlant’’.
This encompasses visualization techniques that render
multivariate information in visual formats that facilitate
extraction of biological concepts and enable a Systems
Biology view of the genomic data. While our project relates
specifically to Arabidopsis, the data structures, algorithms,
and tools developed are designed in a species-independent
fashion and can be used to model the cellular and
physiological responses of any organism for which genomic
data is available.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.025
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Synthetic genetic systems as model systems for quantitative
studies of genetic regulation
Alexander J. Ninfa, Avi Mayo, Daniel Forger, Stephen
Selinsky
Department of Biological Chemistry, University of Michigan
Medical School, and Department of Mathematics, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA
Natural genetic systems display numerous interesting
behaviors, such as the oscillations of circadian clocks and the
bistability of developmental systems. But, modeling these
natural systems is rendered difficult by the limitations of our
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.023
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